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INSIDE
THIS SPECIAL
COMMEMOR ATIVE I SSUE ...
More than a building ...
N early 4,000 brochures reached the homes of alumni and
friends that first week in October 1999, inviting members of
the corporate, legal, education, and social services communities to participate in a series of programs and parties surrounding the dedication of Sullivan Hall.
The words emblazoned on the publication's cover provide
the perfect introduction to this issue of Lawyer:
The new Seattle University School of Law is surely
something to celebrate. But this remarkable structure
symbolizes so much more than state-of-the-art technology
and custom-made cabinetry. It represents a milestone in
the Law School's history that is sure to inspire a renewed
sense of purpose and an exciting era of growth.
In its new home, the Law School is positioned to
prosper as never before, the University is enriched by the
presence of a legal learning enterprise, and the community profits from the synergistic achievements of both
great programs.
In dedicating Sullivan Hall, we pay tribute to the
University's Jesuit-inspired mission and its devotion to
the time-honored values of knowledge, truth, service, and
community. We renew our commitment to the principles
on which the Law School was founded: academic excellence, professional competence, social responsibility, and
a firm resolve to serve as a school of opportunity for
persons from diverse backgrounds and socio-economic
circumstances.
And we applaud the achievements of our students,
past and present, on which the Law School's reputation
ultimately rests.

We are delighted to recapture-in words and photographsDedication Week, the series of events designed to celebrate our
past, salute our future, and showcase all of what Sullivan Hall
represents. For it is much more than a building ....

SULLIVAN HALL DEDICATIO N W EEK:
A WATERSHED MOMENT IN THE
LAW SCHOOL'S HISTORY
More than 2,000 graduates andfriends come back to campus
S ullivan Hall Dedication Week
had it all-salutes to the future
and celebrations of the past,
purely social gatherings and
serious scholarly dialogues, funfilled activities and moments for
serious reflection.
Planners packed the week of
October 18- 22, 1999, with
activity. There were daily build ing tours and a series of receptions. There were special
dinners for donors and dignitar ies. Deans of Northwest law
schools (including our own
former deans Don Cohen and
Don Carmichael) gathered to
visit and to assess the state of
American legal education.
Consistent with their roles
as educators, planners also saw
Dedication Week as a teaching
moment . They could not resist
seizing the opportunity to
organize an ambitious lecture
series featuring nationally
recognized educators who
discussed timely topics and

engaged in lively dialogue with
capacity-crowd audiences and
the Law School's own legal
scholars.
Following official dedication
ceremonies, an event that alone
attracted nearly 500 persons,
members of the Law School's
Board of Visitors and the National Law Alumni Council
gathered to conduct joint business meetings and to hear
University President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., and Dean Jim
Bond articulate their visions for
the future. And, befitting the
conclusion of such a festive
week, more than 600 graduates
from all classes and corners of
the country converged on
campus for the Law School's
first-ever All Alumni Reunion.
When the sun finally broke
through the fog that Monday
morning, October 18, and
glinted off the dramatic brickand-glass facade of Sullivan
Hall, it was as though the first

28 years of establishing and
nurturing a new law school had
led to this moment. Even a
skeptic could not deny the
feeling in the air that there was
something almost providential
about the dedication of this new
building-a sense of arrival, of
finally having found a home in
this western outpost of American Jesuit higher education.
In the course of time, when
historians look back at the
fo unding and early years of
what is now Seattle University
School of Law, they likely will
mark Sullivan Hall Dedication
Week as a watershed momentthe beginning of a period of
unprecedented growth and
accomplishment for the region's
largest, most diverse center for
legal education .
It was quite a celebration. In
this special edition of L awyer,
we share with you, our alumni
and friends, some of the highlights of that wonderful week.

THE SCHEDULE: 21 EVENTS IN A SINGLE WEEK
The days were packed with activities, large and small, social and serious ...
Monday, October 18: Social Justice

On the cover:
Graduates, students, and friends packed Sullivan Hall on
October 21 to take part in official dedication ceremonies. The
event featured presentations by Dean Jim Bond, President
Father Stephen Sundborg, S.J., and Chancellor William J.
Sullivan, followed by a grand receRtion and, later that evening,
a lavish dinner for major donors to the Law School Building
Campaign.
The Seattle University Lawyer is published by the Seattle
University School of Law, Office of Alumni Programs.
We welcome and encourage correspondence from graduates.
Send comments and/ or address changes to:
Office of Alumni Programs
Seattle University School of Law
Sullivan Hall
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

8 a.m.

Breakfast for SU social justice community with remarks by PROFESSOR DAVID BOERNER,
director of the Law School's Access to Justice Institute, and HEIDI BORSON '97L, staff attorney

12 p.m.

Public Interest Law Foundation luncheon with guest speaker

4:30p.m.

MAJOR ADDRESS
PROFESSOR LUCIA SILECCHIA, Catholic University

6 p.m.

Community reception

7 p.m.

Private dinner for program presenters and selected members of Seattle's social services community

Tuesday, October 19: Legal Scholarship
1 p.m.

Black Law Student Association luncheon with guest speaker

4:30p.m.

MAJOR ADDRESS
PROFESSOR LINDA GREENE, University of Wisconsin

6p.m.

Community reception

7p.m.

Private dinner for program presenters and selected alumni of the SU Black Law Student Association
and representatives of the Loren Miller Bar Association

Wednesday, October 20: Legal Education
12p.m.

Lunch with Northwest law school deans from the UW, Gonzaga, Lewis & Clark, W illamette, Oregon;
former Deans Loh (UW), Carmichael (SU), and Morgan (Emory); and Dean Thomas Galligan '81 L (Tennessee)

1:30 p.m.

Tours of Sullivan Hall

4:30p.m.

MAJOR ADDRESS
PROFESSOR THOMAS MORGAN, Brigham Young University, past president of the
Association of American Law Schools
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6 p.m.

Community reception

6:30p.m.

Tours of Sullivan Hall

7 p.m.

Dinner for law faculties of Seattle University and the University of Washington

Thursday, October 21: Legal Practice
7:30a.m.

MAJOR ADDRESS
Breakfast with leading Seattle area legal practitioners featuring PROFESSOR PETER MARTI N,
Cornell University

9 a.m.

Tours of Sullivan Hall

4:30p.m.

THE DEDICATION OF SULLIVAN HALL

5:30 p.m.

Reception for dedication participants and guests

7p.m .

By-invitation dinner for major donors to the Law School Building Campaign

Friday, October 22: Achievements & Challenges
9a.m.

Breakfast with members of the Law School Board of Visitors and National Law Alumni Council
Remarks by FATHER STEPHEN V. SUNDBORG, S.]. , Seattle University president

10 a.m.

Meetings and class visitations for Board and Council members

12 p.m.

Tours of Sullivan Hall

12:30 p.m. Student-hosted luncheon with the Board of Visitors and the National Law Alumni Council
1:30 p.m.

A report from DEAN JAMES E. BOND, Law School Achievements: 1972-1999 &

3p.m.

Joint business meeting of the Board of Visitors and the National Law Alumni Council

6p.m.

REUNION PREFUNCTIONS
Cohort buffet dinners for the Classes of '79 and '89, and for alumni donors to the Law School Building Campaign
ALL-ALUMNI REUNION
Complimentary to all School of Law graduates and guests

Law School Challenges: Beyond the Year 2000

7p.m.
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THE SULLIVAN IN SULLIVAN HALL

"W;lliam J. Sullivan, S.J.,
called it an "unbelievable opportunity"-that moment back in
1993 when acquisition of the
School of Law first presented
itself. The decision to proceed
with plans to purchase the
region's dominant law school
was, he knew, fraught with great
risk. Nevertheless, Fr. Sullivan
persevered in the certainty that
such a union would further
significantly the University's
mission of service to society.
"When the final decision was
made to assume sponsorship of
the Law School," he said, "weSeattle University's Board of
Trustees and senior administrative leaders-were convinced of
the enormous potential both for
the Law School and the University as a whole. The intervening
six years have convinced all
parties-despite all the difficulties of geographic relocation,
cultural integration, and building construction-of the wisdom of that view."
Father Sullivan has served
Seattle University with distinction for more than 25 years.

When he assumed its presidency in 1976, following a brief
tenure as provost, he inherited
a university on the brink of
bankruptcy. Within a year, the
university was operating in the
black; and when President
Sullivan retired 19 years later,
the University boasted a $90
million endowment and had just
completed a $66 .8 million
capital campaign.
Student enrollment, which
totaled 3,400 in 1976, had
grown to nearly 6,000. Every
academic unit on the campus
was housed in either new or
totally renovated facilities.
However, the professional
achievements and community
service contributions of the
more than 26,000 students to
whom he awarded degrees
during his tenure are the most
important measure of his extraordinary success.
Although the former president
resigned in 1996 to become
chancellor of the University, its
Board of Trustees so associated
him with the Law School acquisition that it voted to name the

new $35 million School of Law
building in his honor.
"I am delighted with the
trustees' decision to name our
newest academic building
Sullivan Hall," President Father
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., said after
the May 1999 announcement.
"Father Sullivan's contributions
to Seattle University are
unparalleled, and Sullivan
Hall will serve as a permanent tribute to his extraordinary leadership."
The chancellor's
influence extends far
beyond campus
boundaries. He has
been vice -chair of the National
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, and
has held numerous high-profile
leadership positions in both the
civic and educational arenas.
Among the most noteworthy,
he was chairman of the Seattle
Organizing Committee for the
1990 Goodwill Games; board
chairman of the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities;
and a 10-year board member of
the Carnegie Foundation.

William]. Sullivan, S.].

honor of having this building
named for me," he told the
capacity crowd whose members
greeted him with thunderous
applause. "I fear I have not
found them. Still , I must express my deep appreciation to
the Board of Trustees, to Father
Sundborg, and to the dean and
faculty of the Law School for
this singular privilege. I am
humbled."

When Father Sullivan took
the podium during October 21
dedication ceremonies, he
pledged Seattle University's
continuing support of "the law
faculty's devotion to teaching,
the school's dedication to access
and diversity, and its commitment to community outreach."
"I have searched my mental
thesaurus to find the words to
express my gratitude for the

Under Father William Sullivan's leadership: Seattle University milestones are legion
Chancellor William]. Sullivan's association with Seattle University began just as our first law school class
was graduating in the spring of 1975. During the ensuing 20 years, Seattle U 's growth in size and stature was
associated intimately with the energy, vision, and leadership of the university's 20'h president. Here is a brief
look back at some of the significant moments that have marked Father Sullivan's remarkable career .. .

1984
The capital campaign reaches $15 million, and the
Institute for Theological Studies is established. The
community's response to Seattle University's
"humanistic vision of education" is widespread,
extending far beyond its traditional circle of
religious sponsors.

1994
Seattle University officially acquires the (former} University of
Puget Sound School of Law. In a late 1993 meeting with students
to announce the transfer, Fr. Sullivan noted, "I was not driving up
and down 1-5 looking for a law school; but if I been, this would
have been my first choice." Later recalling that meeting, the
president told friends: "Among many memorable days during my
life at Seattle University, this will remain the most memorable."

1989
Fr. Sullivan, S.J. , is named provost
of Seattle University.

1978
Fr. Sullivan authors the
university's first formal
mission statement,
emphasizing teaching,
personal growth, and
preparation for

1980

1986

Fr. Sullivan's educational
leadership is recognized
with election to the
boards of the Internat ional Federation of
Catholic Universities and
the American Council
on Education.

The university breaks ground
for two new academic
build ings and Fr. Sullivan
accepts the chairmanship of
the Seattle Organizing
Committee for the 1990
Goodwill Games.

President Sullivan
joins sculptor
George Tsutakawa
by the Centennial
Foundation on the
day it was dedicated
in October 1989.

Fr. Sullivan becomes
Seattle University's

20 111 president and
promises to uphold

" .. .a tradition, for
Seattle University is a
tradition, not just an
institution . It is a

Seattle University hosts the Northwest Minority
Student Leadership Conference, featuring keynote
speaker Rosa Parks, whose courage sparked the 1955
Montgomery bus boycott and modern civil rights
movement. U.S. News & World Report rates SU one
of the 10 best regional universities in the West.

The National Councrl of
Christians and Jews bestows its
prestigious Brotherhood Award
on President Sullivan .

way of learning. of
teaching, of serving,

1988

of caring ... . "

1977
President Virginia Parks and former
President Albert Lemieux. S.J .,

lu red out of semi-retirement to
lead f und-raising efforts, Fr.
Sullivan secures the university's
first operating budget surplus
in decades.

1979
The president greets Chinese Premier
Deng Xiaoping during his February
1979 visit to Seattle.
Seattle UniverSity launches the
nation's first master's program in
software engineering and celebrates
an all-time high enrollment of 4,000
students.

1996

1990

1981

With the help of Financial Vice

The 21 " Century Campaign comes to a spectacular
finish . Thanks to the work of hundreds of volunteers
and contributions from more than 16,000 persons,
the campaign nets $66 .8 million.

Seattle University celebrates
the centennial of its founding
and launches the 21 " Century
Campaign to raise $55 million
for endowment and capital
improvements.

public service.

1976

1995

1991

Fr. Sullivan formally launches
the university's first-ever
comprehensive capital
campaign, with James Pigott
as chair. He also receives the
Torch of Liberty Award from
the Anti-Defamation League
of B'nai B'rith.

The university adopts a revised mission statement
with text that returns again and again to the
central Jesuit ethos of humanistic education and
the larger Catholic intellectual, cultural, and
religious tradition as key elements defining
Seattle University's distinctive method of serving
a culturally diverse student body.

1987
The Casey Building, home
to the College of Arts &
Sciences, and the new
Bannan Center for Science
& Engineering are
completed.

Fr. Sullivan retires as
Seattle University's
2Q 1h president, and is
named chancellor of
the university.

1993
Fr. Sullivan becomes the
university's longestserving president.
During his tenure:
enrollment had grown
to 4,880 students, the
faculty had added 158
new positions, and
endowment had
ballooned from less
than $3 million to
$46 million .

1999
The Board of Trustees votes to
name the School of Law's
new home Sullivan Hall.
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MONDAY PROGRAMS FEATURE
DISCUSSIONS ON SOCIAL JUSTICE
Ensuring equal opportunity for the least, the last, the lost ...
P rofessor Lucia Ann Silecchia,
keynote speaker at the day's
major lecture on social justice,
set the stage for discussion on
the issue by reminding the
crowd of campus and community members of the immense
disparities that continue to exist
between the "haves" and the
"have nots".
"While our society is marked
by unprecedented wealth and
convenience," she noted, "there
are more than one billion people
worldwide living in a state of
poverty. While our technology
has helped Americans produce
far more food than we need,
some 40 ,000 children die each
month of starvation.
"And, despite the progress
made in gender equality, women
represent the majority-a full
two-thirds-of the world's
poor."
The guest speaker, who
received her law degree from
Yale, articulated five principles
of Catholic social doctrine that,
she said, should inform the
pursuit of true social justice.
They include the innate dignity
of the human person; the fundamental human rights of every

person; subsidiarity (or resolvthan one out of every five
persons in need."
ing issues at the most local
level); solidarity, with preferen The Tufts University graduate, who received her M.S. from
tial treatment for the poor; and a
personal commitment to sacrifiColumbia and her J.D. from
Suffolk University, lamented the
cial charity.
She challenged those studying,
often-overwhelming obstacles to
teaching, and practicing the law
provision of assistance to the
to "turn mind and heart to the
poor and disenfranchised. "The
task of creating a just world, to
rights of the poor are far too
move from altruism to action."
dependent on the whims of state
funding," she insisted.
Serving as moderator, Dean
Jim Bond introduced commenta«You're not simply celebrating the
tor Ada
Shen-Jaffee,
completion of a building, but the
director of Cobeginning of life in a new place, and
lumbia Legal
Services who has
it is telling that you have placed the
spent the last 25
topic of social justice first on your
years involved in
equal justice
lecture series agenda."
efforts in Wash- L UC IA A NN SILECCH IA, A SSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW
ington state.
CATHOLIC UN IVE RSITY
"It is a real
tribute to a
Catholic law school to feature
Fellow commentator, Fr.
the grandniece of a Buddhist
James Harbaugh, S.J., the first
monk as a speaker on social
Jesuit Scholar-in-Residence at
justice," she quipped. "On a
the Law School, urged an
more somber note," she added,
examination of the connection
"you should know that social
between social and legal justice,
service organizations in this
and pointed out that ethics and
state are able to serve no more
values permeated all of
Silecchia's five principles for
achievement of equal justice.
"Justice," he said, "attains its
fullness only when we learn to
love one another."
Other activities during Dedication Week opening day included a breakfast for members
of Seattle University's social
justice community, featuring a
presentation on the Law
School's new Access to Justice
Institute, a luncheon with guest
speaker Silecchia and student
members of the Public Interest
Law Foundation, and a community-wide reception following
the afternoon lecture. In all,
several hundred persons engaged in thought-provoking
discussions about the meaning
of social justice and the means
to achieve it.

DEBATES ON THE
VORACITY OF LEGAL
SCHOLARSHIP MARK
TUESDAY'S EVENTS
Legal scholarship: an oxymoron?
M
embers of the Black Law Student Association welcomed Professor Linda Greene to Sullivan
Hall, and were treated to a post-luncheon conversation with the day's keynote speaker, a highly
regarded legal scholar who serves as president of
the Midwestern People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference.
Later that afternoon, the J.D. graduate of Boalt
Hall was joined at the podium by Seattle UniverProfessor
sity Professor David Skover, himself a prolific
Linda Greene
writer whose articles have appeared in the law
reviews of Michigan, Stanford, and Harvard law schools, and University of Washington law professor Anita Ramasastry. Led by
moderator Annette Clark '89L, the three engaged in spirited, often
humorous dialogue on the sometimes misunderstood, somewhat
esoteric topic of legal scholarship.
A political/ legal analyst for Wisconsin Public Television when she
is not teaching law, Professor Greene urged audience members to
work toward ereation of a new class
«A house is not a home unless it is
of J.D. graduates
filled with love . Sullivan Hall will
she labeled
"scholar-lawyers."
be hollow unless it is filled with
"These are people
service, love, excitement, and the
for whom the law
library is less a
opportunity for renewal."
destination than a
portal to informa- LI NDA GREEN E, P ROFESSOR OF LAW
tion-a gateway
UN IVERSITY O F WISCONSIN
to the real life of
courts, bar associations, legislative chambers, and corporate boardrooms," she explained.
Greene urged students and faculty alike to take advantage of their
new-found location on a university campus to engage in the process
of cross-fertilization of ideas with persons from other academic disciplines. Such interaction, she said, will prepare students to deal with
increasingly complex issues by working in teams composed, for example, of lawyers and marine biologists to solve problems of fish
production or lawyers and physicians to address bioethics questions.
Professor Skover challenged his law school colleagues to engage in
what he termed "outlaw jurisprudence." Because of its location in the
Northwest, its relative youth, and its independence from government
or other special interest intrusions, the Seattle University School of
Law has an opportunity to make its mark, he said, "by pushing the
envelope and practicing scholarship on the fringe."
Expressing pleasure over the opportunities for future collaboration
between faculty members of the University of Washington and
Seattle University law schools, UW Professor Ramasastry said she
was confident she would learn from her new Seattle University
colleagues, "whether they pursue traditional legal scholarship or
David Skover's outlaw jurisprudence. "

Professor Lucia Ann Silecchia
Bon Appetit chef Pantelis Zafirou was "on site"
at Sullivan Hall every day of Dedication Week,
catering 17 different functions in a five-day period
- events that ranged from intimate dinners for
parties of 10 to receptions for 600 guests. In all,
Pantelis estimates that his exceptional staff served
some 2, 500 persons during a single week.

The Han. Robert Russell '75L, a
founding graduate, member of the
National Law Alumni Council , and
a Colorado District Court judge, was
among several score out-of-state
alumni coming back to campus for
Dedication Week .

Tuesday's moderator was Professor
Annette Clark '89L, Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs.
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WEDNESDAY'S PROGRAM:
LEGAL EDUCATORS DISCUSS THE
FUTURE OF LEGAL EDUCATION

Revolutions in the workplace ...

Is traditional legal education viable?

It

was appropriate for a day
devoted to legal education issues
to begin with a luncheon for
Northwest law school deans,
and Dean Jim Bond hosted just
such an event for the chief
administrators of law schools at
the University of Washington,
Gonzaga University,
Williamette, Lewis & Clark,
and the University of Oregon.
Other special guests included
our own Donald Carmichael,
former acting dean; Thomas
Galligan '81L, dean of the
Tennessee College of Law;
Wallace Loh, former UW law
dean who now serves as dean of
the Seattle University College of
Arts and Sciences; and the day 's
keynote speaker, Thomas
Morgan, former law dean of
Emory University.
Later that day, guest lecturer
Morgan, past president of the
Association of American Law
Schools, took the podium to
discuss the strengths- and
weaknesses-of contemporary
legal education. Warning of
"the inherent danger of making

diversity. "Legal education
predictions," he proceeded to
has a real opportunity to play
offer a few of his own.
critical role in the peaceful
a
a
be
to
"There is bound
transition to a multicultural
continuing tension between
society, " he said.
studying the law in a university
setting and knowing how to
• Legal education can expect a
practice law in the real world,"
"profound internationalizasaid Morgan. Apprenticeship,
tion" of all its activities, and
the original method of preparcan also anticipate increasing
ing lawyers, in some ways
public pressure to control
provided more effective training,
costs.
he noted .
• The future demand for lawyers
In a brief aside on the history
is "entirely dependent" on the
of American legal education,
Morgan told the
audience that
"Education still comes down to putting
Seattle University
faculty and students together in a
was not the first
institution to
setting where the values of each can
acqUlre a preexisting law school; be discussed. In the final analysis,
both Harvard and
students teach one another."
Yale acquired theirs
- TH OMAS M o RGAN , PROFESSOR oF L Aw
in the same fashion.
BRIG HAM Y O UNG UN IVERSITY
Among his other
major points:
• The pressure for diversity in
law schools will increase "at an
exponential rate." According
to Morgan, we are a culture
that celebrates tolerance and

Thomas Morgan , Professor of Law, Brigham Young University

Thomas Galligan '81L was
Wednesday 's panel moderator.

The weather in Seattle during
Dedication Week was nothing short
of sensational- cloudless skies,
mild temperatures, gentle breezes
across campus.

LEGAL PRACTICE IN THE
21 8T CENTURY IS FINAL
LECTURE FOCUS

growth rate of the economy.
"We attorneys are the real
facilitators of consensual
economic activity," Professor
Morgan noted .
Serving as panel moderator,
Tom Galligan '81L introduced
panelist Rennard Strickland,
dean of the University of
Oregon Law School, who observed that values, more than
anything else, guide legal education, a reality that is "entirely in
harmony" with the tenets of a
Jesuit university.
"While it is ultimately what
society needs and wants from
law that will shape legal education," he said, "we must be
careful not to leave everything
to external factors."
Co-panelist Paula Lustbader
'88L, director of the Law
School's Academic Resource
Center, emphasized "the need
for openness and diversity in
our faculties and student bodies"- areas, she said, in which
our law school has gone well
beyond many others.
Following a festive reception
for program participants and
guests, some 60 members of the
law faculties of the University
of Washington and Seattle
University gathered for dinner
in the Law School's Second
Floor Gallery.

Intellectual Property Professor
Maggie Chon, one of the engaging
commentators at Thursday's presentation on the future of legal practice.

T hursday's session took a
look forward at the practice
of law in the new millennium . In a provocative, early
morning presentation, Professor Peter Martin, an
expert on legal information
technology, asked the audience to consider boundaries
and the way they are shaped
by the world we inhabit.
The Cornell University
professor (and former dean)
claimed that three irresistible
forces-globalization, digitalization, and "commodification"- are working against
established boundaries in the
Peter Martin , Professor of Law
legal profession. "Boundaries
Cornell University
that surround today's law
firms are changing and
impermanent," he insisted,
citing the cross-Atlantic union of two firms, Rogers & Wells in New
York and Clifford Chance in London, as an example of the way
globalization is affecting law.
Because information and communication are central to the practice of law, Morgan added, digitalization cannot help but have a
profound effect.
"Technology pays scant attention to distance and boundaries,
he noted.
In describing "commodification," Professor Martin likened humans to
computer modems. Lawyers are the interface with computer systems,
he explained, and the routine aspects of law often can be done better
by the computer.
"Products like Turbo Tax or Quicken's Family Lawyer can only be
ignored at our own peril," said the author of a score of electronic
articles on the history and future of legal information technology.
"The question is not whether- but who- will build this software,"
he said.
Morgan criticized law schools and law firms for failing to respond
adequately to these sweeping changes. He insisted that legal practitioners can "avoid being crushed by the transformation of legal
practice" only if they learn
about, adapt to, and grow
"Your law school is taking a
with the technological revoconfident leap forward at a
lution.
"What I hope for Seattle
time of significant change.
University is a future not
A dedication is a time to
restrained by historic boundMartin concluded. "I
aries,"
look forward, not backhope that the walls of
a fine law school should
Sullivan Hall remain porous,
so that those who teach and
not be encumbered
learn within them are enby tradition."
riched by information and
people far beyond them."
- P ETER M ARTI N, PROFESSOR OF L AW
Commentator Scott
CORNELL UN IVERSITY
Greenburg '80L, a partner
in the Seattle firm of Preston
Gates Ellis, acknowledged the increasing internationalization of law,
adding that, in 21 years of practice, he has worked in Brazil, Hong
Kong, China, and Japan. "All this despite the fact I don't specialize in
international law," he added.
"Still, in some fundamental ways, law practice will remain local in
the sense that it will be conducted face to face ," the former member
of Law Review insisted. "At times, I have felt more in common with
lawyers in Hong Kong than those in Washington, D.C."
Law Professor Margaret Chon, the second commentator, took issue
with some of Professor Martin's predictions, claiming that the trend
toward high-tech lawyering has a "dark underbelly," minimizing the
importance of personal interactions.
"While I feel a bit peculiar defending tradition," she admitted, "I
nevertheless believe that technology must be harnessed to a highlevel set of values."
William Wegner '80L, a senior partner at Los Angeles' Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher who moderated the entire session, got in some final
words of his own. Looking out at his audience in the amphitheaterstyle, state-of-the-art classroom, each seat wired for on-line computer
access, he mused: "I had intended to tell you that, a short 20 years
ago, I was sitting out there just like you are today.
"But then I realized that it was hardly the same. My classroom,
unlike yours, was in a strip mall on South Tacoma Way. The Law
School has come a long way since then."
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ce le bra te

THE HARMONIOUS MERGER
OF A LAW SCHOOL AND A
UNIVERSITY, UNITED IN
T HEIR COMMITMENT TO
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE,
SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND
PUBLIC SERVICE.

LIGHT AND MUSIC FILL SULLIVAN
HALL DURING THE OFFICIAL
DEDICATION CEREMONY
Chancellor Sullivan is

u deeply

moved ... "

A

slanting afternoon sun
and a brass quartet filled the
Sullivan Hall atrium with light
and music as the assembled
crowd-some 500 university
leaders, alumni, and friendswitnessed the colorful proces sional of law faculty in full
academic regalia filing onto the
stage for ceremonies that would
dedicate Sullivan Hall.
Convening the festive event,
President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J. , called the occasion "a
symbolic day that reaches
beyond any of us, integrating
the 27 -year tradition of the Law
School with the 108-year-old
tradition of Seattle University."
"What a powerful source of
good it will be for our communi ty," he told the overflow crowd
whose members lined the atrium
hallways, crowded onto stairwells, and peered over balconies
to witness the ceremony.
Father Sundborg thanked all
those who helped make Sullivan
Hall a reality; in paticular, he
recognized Boh Dickey, CEO
of SAFECO Corporation and
chair of the Law School Building Campaign, for his support
and leadership. He also asked
the audience to remember the
late Ronald Peterson, the former
University executive and civic
leader for whom the Peterson
Law C linic is named, recalling
his dream that Seattle University would some day have a
law school.
After the Very Reverend
Michael Ryan, pastor of St.

Professors Janet A insworth (in red), Eric Chiappinelli, and john Weaver
were among nearly 50 faculty members who donned academic robes for the
festivities, then mingled with their former students.

James Cathedral, formally
blessed the building, Dean Jim
Bond stepped to the podium to
welcome guests and share his
affection for the Law School's
new home (see full text of the
dean's remarks on page 7).
"The physical splendor of
Sullivan Hall is, in the end, not
what is important about this
building," the dean noted .
"What is important is what we
do in this building, and what our
graduates do after they leave it."
University Chancellor William
Sullivan, S.J., who negotiated the
acquisition of the Law School
and for whom the building is
named, praised the faculty for
its scholarship and dedication to
teaching, the academic program
for its clinical emphasis, and the
school's leadership for seeking
to include students from

underrepresented groups.
The University 's former
president said he was deeply
appreciative of the trustees '
decision to name the school's
newest structure Sullivan Halland especially moved by the fact
that, when leaving the Law
School, one can look across the
path and see inscribed on the
stone fayade of the building
there, the Jesuit motto, Ad
Maiorem Dei Gloria , "to the
greater glory of G od."
He added, with something of
a conspiratorial twinkle in his
eye, that somewhere high in the
steel framing of Sullivan Hall,
the letters AMDG (the abbreviation of the Jesuit motto) are
permanently etched on one of
the beams.
"I know," he smiled, "because
I put them there."

Campaign Steering Committee member
Chuck Granoski '74L chatted with guests.
Balloons and signs of welcome dotted Sullivan
Hall 's exterior all week.

President Sundborg: "What a powerful source of good this
Law School will be for our community."

Professor Shelly Frankel (left) chatted with graduates Kay Kimbrell '79L,
]ames Rigas '79L , and Robert Hibbs '77L with wife, joan, during the postdedication reception.

Formally attired faculty processed to the stage to the tune
of trumpets.
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DEAN BOND EXHORTS DEDICATION
GUESTS: "LOOK UP WITH ME!"
"I love Sullivan Hall ... "
BEGINNING

anew

IN A BEAUTIFUL, STATE-OFTHE-ART CENTER FOR LEGAL
LEARJ."JING WORTHY OF OUR
WONDERFUL STUDENTS, OUR
DEDICATED FACULTY, At"JD
OUR DISTINGUISHED
GRADUATES AND FRIENDS
WHO HAVE BELIEVED IN US
AND SUPPORTED uS WITH
THEIR TIME AND TALENT
AND TREASURE.

Provost john Eshelman (at center) greeted donor dinner guests as they
arrived Thursday evening for dinner, refreshments, and entertainmentLaw School style.

What follows here is the complete
text of Dean jim Bond's remarks
at Sullivan Ha ll dedication
ceremonies Thursday, Oct. 21,
1999. His presentation was so
moving-and so well-received by
the audience-that we want to
share it with you in its entirety.
- Ed.

I

love Sullivan Hall. I love its
exterior linearity because that
suggests foc us and direction,
and we all need both. I love the
massive concrete pillars that
support the roof above us
because they represent strength,
and we all need strength.
I love the building's openness
- both its internal and external
openness - because the one
helps create a working community among ourselves and the
other helps us build an intellectual community with the rest of
the University, and we all prosper in community. I love the
building's transparency because
it invites us to reveal our inner
selves, and we should be more
honest with each other.
I love the light that floods this
building because we are all
drawn to light, which has always
represented the good; and we
should all seek the good . But
most of all , I love this space,
this soaring atrium because ...
Before I tell you why I love this
particular space most, let me
make one thing clear. The
physical splendor of Sullivan
Hall is, in the end, not what is
important about this building.
What is important is what we do
in this building, and what our
graduates do after they leave it.
Teaching and learning are
among the most complex and

subtle activities in which we
engage; and they can be - can be
- among the most enriching and
ennobling.
The practice of law is a calling, no less than the ministry or
medicine. At their best, doctors
heal our bodies; priests save our
souls; and lawyers preserve the
liberties that make it possible
for us to live our lives in health
and grace.

But we cannot teach and
learn, much less live our lives
fully, without dreams and hopes.
And that reality brings me back
to this space.
Look up with me! Like the
vaults of the great medieval
cathedrals of Europe and the
domes of our 19'h century courthouses, this soaring space should
inspire our hopes and dreams,
the most enduring of which are
embodied in faith and law.
• Faith sustains the hope that,
despite our baser instincts,
each of us might yet learn to
walk more humbly, share more
generously, and love more
purely.
• Law supports the dream that,
despite our disappointments
and failures, we might yet
learn to live together in peace
and justice.

Former Dean Don Carmichael (far right) flew from Maine to Seattle
for the festivities-and even helped to entertain guests. He joined the
band, Free Consultation, which also features Ken Masters '92L
(left), Paul Chuey '93L (on saxaphone), and drummer Steve Cavit.

Sundborgs and Seattle University trustees were front-row
guests during dedication ceremonies.

It is to the realization of these
hopes and dreams that we
dedicate Sullivan Hall.

COMING

home

TO A VIBRANT At"JD SUPPORTIVE
CAMPUS COMMUNITY THAT
WELCOMES OUR PRESENCE,
TAKES PRIDE IN OUR PAST
ACHIEVEMENTS, At"JD BELIEVES
THAT, TOGETHER, WE CA1
CREATE AN EVEN MORE
SPLENDID FUTURE.
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SUNDBORG: SEATTLE U
IS DRIVEN BY QUESTIONS,
NOT ANSWERS

FRIDAY EVENTS:
A FITTING FINALE
TO A FESTIVE WEEK

Law school is a catalyst ...

Announcements, assessments, applause ...
F riday, the final day of Dedication Week, was a time for
reflection and assessment, with
the Law School's Board of
Visitors and the National Law
Alumni Council meeting jointly
to discuss issues with President
Sundborg and Dean Bond, to
lunch with students and attend
classes, and to converse with
staff and faculty members on
subjects as divergent as constitutionallaw and career services.
Highlight of the daytime
proceedings was a surprise
breakfast announcement by
Dean Bond: George and Mary
Sundborg, parents of the president of the University, had just
made a $750,000 gift to the Law
School to establish an Alaska
Fund. Through the fund, the
dean explained, Seattle University will endeavor to become
"Alaska's law school."
"Over 12 years of cleaning, I
have had many opportunities to

make exciting announcements
and to acknowledge the generosity of wonderful persons," Bond
said. "But this announcement
and acknowledgment is unlike
any of the others. It is special in
so many ways."
Among them, said the dean:
• It is the largest gift to the
Building Campaign and one
of the most generous the Law
School has ever received;
• It takes the campaign well
beyond the original fundraising goal of $3. 5 million for
Sullivan Hall to a total in excess of $4.4 million;

• It establishes "an important

new endowment for the School
of Law," the largest single gift
for this purpose in the 29 -year
history of the school.

''And it was certainly the easiest
'ask' I ever made," the dean
joked. "Some of you made me
work a lot harder for a lot less!"

Bond continued on a more
serious note: "It is unlikely that
the idea to make a gift of
$750,000 to the Law School
just came to the senior
Sundborgs without a word of
encouragement from their son.
The fact that we-past, present,
and future students, faculty, and
staff-are recipients of this
magnificent gift illustrates the
enthusiasm that Father
Sundborg has for this school."
Stepping to podium amid
enthusiastic applause, President
Sundborg shared his reflections
on Thursday's dedication
ceremonies and then turned
his attention to his vision for
Seattle University's futureand the role the Law School
will play in it.
Excerpts from his speech
appear at right, and the remain der of the day's activities are
captured in representative
photographs below.

Council members judith Hightower '83L (second from right)
and Anita Crawford- Willis '86L (far right) joined students
during class visitations Friday morning.
Dean Bond convened the joint meeting of the
Board of Visitors and Alumni Council.

THE PRESIDENT ON THE LAW SCHOOL
Actually, I came to the task of
bringing the Law School to
Seattle University in midstream.
I take a great deal of pride but
very little credit. This great day
has been a long time coming.

Over these past few days, I have
heard a number of words used
to describe this facility-soaring, uplifting, open, grand. But
the word occupying my mind is
"potential" . We believed it
would be there; now we can feel
it, a powerful force destined to
grow and to flourish .

I remember yesterday at the
dedication thinking that, in
liturgy, what counts is the
visible; and I looked up at the
towering atrium, at Father
Sullivan next to me, and then at
Jim Bond (I think the words,
"fabulous dean," just slipped
out when I introduced him a bit

later) . Father Ryan gave a gentle
blessing, and behind us were all
the faculty in their colorful
ceremonial garb. They are the
heart and soul of this enterprise,
and it was especially fitting that
they were facing the audience.
As I looked out at the crowd,
I recognized many long-time
friends of Seattle University.
You should know that this Law
School is backed by a loyal and
committed group of people.
This is not in any sense a forced
marriage. And then I saw the
many other guests, most of
them alumni, and realized that
the legal community is now an
integral part of what we are.
I realized that current students also were there. They, too,
knew this was a special moment.
They had taken time from their
studies to be a part of this
historic occasion, so that years
from now they would be able to
say, "I was there back in '99 .... "

THE PRESIDENT ON THE UNIVERSITY

Former Dean Don Cohen (far left) joined fellow Board and Council members
for the always-popular luncheon with students.

Seattle University is poised for
the next decade. There is a new
vitality here; the potential and
energy is like a coiled spring,
ready to make that next leap
forward .
Because of the kind of institution we are, we are not driven
by answers, but rather by questions. For us, the Law School is
a catalyst in that process, a new
presence that prompts us to ask,
"Okay, Seattle University, where
are we going?"

In describing our hopes and
aspirations, our first goal has
to do with becoming a great,
comprehensive university, not
just a great university. (We
rejected the adjective "premiere" as too elitist.) For too
long, we thought of ourselves
as an undergraduate university,
with professional and graduate
programs tacked on like appendages. No longer is this our
mindset. We have a new academic self-awareness.

O ur second goal centers on our
tradition. As a truly Jesuit and
Catholic university, we possess
a great intellectual tradition of

social justice and equality.
There's nothing tougher than
traditions. Some say they are
benign and ephemeral, that we
can transform or relinquish
them. In reality, traditions are
rugged and resilient. One of
Seattle University's attributes is
that we care about our students
more than anything else. Another is our Catholic heritage;
and I believe that heritage can
incorporate your values, too.
And so we will go forward
together, sharing this pluralism:
Catholic, but open.

Our third goal is to become the
great private university of the
Pacific Northwest. We are
urban citizens, living in aremarkable city, concerned about
our environment at every
level- physical, social, political.
We must make education for
justice systemic to the academic
quality of this university. We
must move beyond our mission
of education for service. Education for justice will become
Seattle University's motto for
the next decade. As we learn
and grow together in the years
ahead , the Law School will help
the university find its way.
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ALL-ALUMNI
REUNION ATTRACTS
600-PLUS GUESTS
They came back to campus from Colorado and California, from
Missouri and Minnesota, from Honolulu and Chicago and Chapel
Hill. They renewed old acquaintances, reminisced with friends,
chatted with former faculty members, toured the beautiful new law
school, and toasted the "good old days" with glasses of champagne.
Our first-in-history All-Alumni Reunion was quite a party .. .

A LAW SCHOOL
TRIBUTE TO
GEORGE & MARY
SUNDBORG

T

Veteran bookstore manager judy McAfee (at
center), who has been with the Law School
since 1975, welcomed founding graduates
jeanette Cyphers '75L (left) and Elizabeth
Balas '75L to the festive event.

he Alaska Fund gift from George & Mary Sundborg is
truly unique, reflecting some very special relationships, each one of which is suffused with love and faith .

• The love of two persons who married in 1938 and, today, at
ages 86 and 94, remain devoted to one another.

A not-so-small, not-so-intimate dinner for
about 300 graduates and guests preceded the
reunion. Invitees included members of the
Classes of '79 and '89, as well as alumni
donors to the Law School Building Campaign.

• Their love of five children- all born in a six-year time spanand their 13 grandchildren and six great grandchildren.
• Their love of Alaska, where they moved in 1939, where all
their children were reared, and where they were actively
involved in the statehood movement.
• Their faith in education and its power to transform persons
into professionals who can make this a better world.
• Their faith in a God who has blessed them beyond any desert
they can imagine or understand, a faith that has also lead
them for the past 25 years to serve food to the poor almost
every Sunday at Blessed Sacrament and to work at St. Francis
House every week.
They are a humble, faithfu l, and loving couple who were
truly surprised to learn that their lifelong practice of "putting
something aside every payday" had left them with investments
worth several millions of dollars. Mary told George right from
the start that they were not going to live "week to week, hand
to mouth."
Some years later, at the beginning of a sojourn in Washing ton, D.C. , where George served as administrative assistant to
Alaska Senator Gruening, a woman called and asked Mary if
she'd like to invest in some stocks. Mary said yes. Over the
years, she managed those investments, adhering to Mary's
"buy and hold" strategy.
Since the Sundborgs have lived almost solely on their pensions for the last 25 years, those early, small investments simply
grew and grew. Like m ost parents, Mary and George decided to
divide that wealth among their children. Having done that, they
had yet more to give; and they are giving people.
What would you have done in those circumstances? Perhaps,
if one of your sons were a Jesuit priest, you would have asked
for his advice. And if you had been that son, how might you
have responded ? You might have asked them to give to causes
that reflected both their values and their faith commitments.
If you had been a Jesuit Provincial, entr usted with the care of
your elderly Jesuit brothers, you might have asked for gifts to
support that worthy cause. Father Stephen Sundborg did, and
his parents responded generously.
And if you were now a university president, you might well
have possessed a passionate commitment to ensuring student
access to professional education. Sustained by a faith that the
newest member of your university family would be an instrument of that goal, you might have asked your parents to create
a fund that would make our law school the school of choice
for Alaska residents, and a continuing force for law reform in
that state.
Father Sundborg did just that. Again, his parents responded,
this time even more generously.
This remarkable gift of $750,000 from George and Mary
Sundborg to create the Alaska Fund for the Seattle U niversity
School of Law is thus uniquely a gift of love and faith.
We acknowledge with gratitude their extraordinary generosity.

Professor john Strait (right) conversed
with Bill Wegner '81L, who flew to
Seattle from Los Angeles where he is a
senior partner at Gibson Dunn &
Crutcher.
Early graduates Frank Alley '76L (left) ,
Bob Terwilliger '77L, and Barry Hammer
'75L (far right)- all major donors to the
Building Campaign- were among honored
guests Friday evening.

jay Berneberg '97L (at center) , a Tacoma criminal
defense attorney, joked with classmate and Kent
City Attorney prosecutor Castromo Preston '97L
(at right) while other 90s grads looked on.

Youngest guest: Samantha
McGill , daughter of 1995
graduates Robert and
Beverly McGill.

Celebrating 10 years since their graduation from law school were party goers
Michael Scruggs '89L (standing), classmates Kim and Keith Kemper (to his
right and left), and other members of the C lass of '89.
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With deep appreciation ...
W
e dedicate this issue of Lawyer to the more than 600 graduates and friends who, through their generous gifts to the Law School Campaign, helped us build Sullivan Hall.
Each gift, large and small, played a pivotal role in construction of our spectacular, state-of-the-art facility at Seattle University. We are eternally grateful to the alumni, friends,
faculty and staff, law firms, corporations, and foundations whose names appear below.
John Acheson '71

Priscilla Collins

Teresa Ahern 'S1, 'S4L
Airborne Express Corporation

Ted & Patricia Collins
Ray Connell 'S4L

Deborah Allard 'S2L

Ann Williams Cook '84L

The Han. Gerry Alexander

Coopers & Lybrand

The Han. Frank Alley '76L
George Anagnost

Coughlin Porter Lundeen
The Han. Anita Crawford-Willis '86 L

Arthur Andersen

Robert Cumbow '91L

Erik Anderson '9SL

David Cuthill 'S9L

Sandra Andina '75L

Curt Cutting '95L

Anonymous (4)

Jeanette Cyphers '76L
William Dawson '98L

Tracy Antley -Olander 'S5L

The Han. M . Karlynn Haberly '7SL
& Peter Matty '77L

Mary Lou & Max Leone

Roger Pearce '91L

Hall Conway Jackson, Inc.
Barry Hammer '75L

Arlene Lew

Tanya Pemberton '91L

Thais Lewison
Michael Liggett '77L

Helen Hannigan '82 L
Harcourt Brace Publishers
Patrick Hardy '92 L
Joanne Harrell
Marialice & Nevin Harwood '74L
The. Han. Michael Hayden '76L
]. Denny Haythorn '75L
Thomas Healy

Erika Lim '92 L

Alan & Mildred Peterson
James & Lanette Coan Peterson
Mr. & Mrs. John Peterson

William & Suzanne Lindberg
Martha Lindley 'S6L

Mr. & Mrs. Lyman Peterson

Mary Lobdell 'S7L

Thomas & Elizabeth Peterson
Richard Phillips '75L

Robert & Sarah Long
Drew Lucurell 'S7L
Gene E. Lynn

Ronald & Patricia Peterson

James & Gaye Pigott
Susan Picht
Laird Pisto '79L

Lane Archibald '77 L

Georgia Kravick Day '84L

Tim Healy '95L

Norman Archibald Foundation

James Degel 'SOL
Candice Deger

T. Daniel Heffernan 'S7L

Charles Maier '89L &
Judith Maier '93L
Glenna Malanca '77L

Phillip Hegg '80L

Irene Malenda 'S3L

Kathleen Heinz

Gerald Markle '76L

Helsel! Fetterman Law Firm

William Marler 'S7L

Stephen]. Henderson '74L

]. Christopher Marsh '80L

David Henningson '74L

Peter Marshall 'SOL

Lloyd Herman '85L
& Julie Lim '84L
Robert Hersh '75L

James A. Martin
Lawrence Martin '88L

Harry Purpur '65, '74, '93 &
Karen Purpur '65, '89L
Michelle Radosevich '94L

John Hickman '77L

Ken Masters '92 L &
Kara Masters '93 L
Louise McAllister '77L

Mutsuko Arima
Andreta Armstrong 'S3 L

Robert Delett '90L

Robin Aronson 'S9L
Gretchen & William Bakamis '7SL

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Desimone
Maria Diamond '83L

Elizabeth Balas '7 5L

Boh & Marilyn Dickey

BAR/BRI Bar Review
Bennie Barnes 'SSL

James Doros '86L

Frank & Mary Bartholet
David Baumer '79, 'S4L

James Dougherty Foundation
Robin DuBrin 'S5 L

James Beaver Memorial Fund
William Becker '75L

Joseph Duffy '76L
Marc Duffy 'S9L

MaryS. Dare & Family

Joel Beerman '74L

Dupar Charitable Foundation

John Bender '85L
Kathleen Benedict '77L

Greg Duras 'S2L

Naomi Berkowitz '87L &
Robert DePan '87L
Robert Best '85L
Betts, Patterson & Mines
Nicholas]. Bez '62
Assistant Dean Richard Bird &
Laurie A. Prince
Richard Birmingham '7SL
Moe Birnbaum '76L
Donald Black '95L
]. Paul Blake
Cheryl Bleakney '84L
Brian Bodine '9 1L
The Boeing Company
Professor David Boerner
Dean & Mrs. James Bond
Evelyn Boss '94L
Ellen Bowman '78L
John & Frances Bradley '60, '60
Laura Bradley '96L
John Branch '96L
Richard Brenneman
Bernardean Broadous '90L
Brobeck Phleger & Harrison
Shelly Brown 'S5L
Jennifer Browning 'S8L
The. Han. Jacalyn Brudvik '75, 'S5L
& Jeffrey Hamlett '84L
David Bruno '95L
Thomas Buchmeier
Michelle Buhler
Dorothy Bullitt
Baare Burgon '79L
Stephen Burke '74L
James Bush '77L
Peter Butch 'S4 L
Kevin Cahill '80L
Nancy Cahill '84L
Kent Caputo '89L
Bryce Carlen '96L
Evelyn Carlson
John Carlson '7SL
]. Thomas Carrato '7SL
Dorene Centioli-McTigue '65
Michael Cesarano '75L
Sang Chae '91 L
Norman Cheuk '94L
Elizabeth Clark '93L
Class Action
Philip Clements '76L
Thomas Clerkin '77L
The Han. Harriet Cody '75L
Don Cohen
Ronald Cohen '76L
Coldwell Bank Bain Associates

James & Janet Dwyer
Susan Dwyer-Schick 'S6L
Hal Eastman
Jessica Eaves '95L
Frank Edmondson 'S2L
John & Doris Ellis
Vera Elston
Professor Anne & Steve Enquist
Dr. & Mrs. John Eshelman
Cary Evans '95L
Nancy & Daniel]. Evans
Patrick & Barbara Fahey '64, '66
Anne Farrell
Federated Department Stores
James & Corrine Feldman '70, '70
Cheri Filion '7SL
Lyle Finch '7S L
Seth Fine 'SOL
Irene Fisher '78L
Stephen Fisher '80L
The Han. Deborah Fleck '76L &
The Han. Rynold Fleck '76 L
Al Foe '76L
Joseph Foley '9SL
Foley Sign Company
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Ford
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Fosse
Mary Lee Foster
Foster Pepper & Shefelman
Jeffrey Frank 'S6L
David Franklin '89L
Michael & Patricia Frost
Christopher Frost '77L
Garry Fujita '7SL
Fuller & Fuller Law Firm
Joseph & Terri Gaffney '67, '67
Thomas Galligan, Jr. '81L
Daniel Gandara
Bridget Gavahan 'S3 L
Gay Gellhorn '82L
Mary Gentry '79L
Janet George '74L
Georgia Gulf Corporation
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Norma & William Gernon
John & Rita Getzelman
Tziviah Goldberg 'S6L
Rosemary Goodier '94L
Amanda Goss '92 L &
Clark (Chip) Goss '92 L
Charles Granoski '74L
Joshua Green IV '93L
Joshua Green Foundation
G. Scott Greenburg '80L
Lori Guzzo
Joseph Haas '83L

Robert Hibbs '77L
Patrick Hitt '76L

Sandy McDade '79L

James Holman '76L

Richard & Susan McDermott

The Han. Nancy Holman

Professor Henry McGee

Cathy & Steven Hooper '75

Robert McGill '95L &
Beverly McGill '95L

Lembhard G. Howell
Hulaman Management Services
IBM Corporation
Heidi Irvin '87L
Paul & Lucy Isaki '77L
Pat & John Isaksen
Jeffrey Izzo '93L
Janice Jackson '85L
Jeffrey James '88L
Timothy Jenkins 'SSL
Robin Jenkinson '79L
Jesuit Fathers of Seattle University
James Johanson '87L
Hans E. Johnsen '75L
MarkS. Johnsen '9SL
The Han. Charles Johnson '76L
Susan Jones '79L
Anand Judge '97L
Judicial Dispute Resolution
Mark Juhas '79 L
Carolyn Kelly
Douglas Kelly '75L
Keith Kemper 'S9L &
Kimberley Kemper '89L
Anne Kenefick '8SL
Andrea Kiehl '86 L
Bruce Kim '78L
Dale Kingman '76L
Jan Kirkwood '80L
Cecilia Kleinkauf '9 1L
Kathleen Koch, Financial Aid Director
Donna Komure 'SOL
Kongsgaard- Goldman Foundation
Stephen Kortemeier 'SOL
Peter Kram '76L
Wayne Kramer '78L
Kresge Foundation
Professor Connie Krontz 'S9L
Paul Kuebrich '77L
Daniel Kyler 'S2 L
David LaCross '96L
Dennis Lam 'S3L
Terrance Lammers '76L
Rebecca Larson '90L
Kerri Lauman 'S2 L
Tim Law '76L
Douglas Lawrence '79L
Mary & Kevin Leahy
Kenneth Lederman '96L
Thomas Ledgerwood '79L
Robert & Roberta Leigh
Ron & Sally Leighton '79L
Alice Leiner 'S6 L
Katherine Leith
Jean Leonard '83L

In general, we have not included the names of spouses on this particular list, unless specifically requested
by the donor. Of course, every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of the information. If your name
was inadvertently omitted or if your listing contains an error, please contact Alison judd, director of alumni
programs, at 206.398.4210 or via e-mail , ajudd@seattleu.edu.

Patricia & Thomas Mcinerney
Michael McKasy '76L
Ruth & Douglas McKnight '71
Mark McLaughlin '94L
Brian McLean '94L &
Julie Yari '94L
Joan McPherson 'S3L
Molly McPherson '93L
W Howarth Meadowcroft
Dan Menser '96L
Merrill Lynch & Company
Sam Meyer '95L
Anthony James Meyers '72
Allen Miller '82L
Mark Miller 'SOL
Ross Miller '7SL
Sharon Mirante
Shawna Mirghanbari '95L
Charles Mitchell
Professor John & Eva Mitchell
Moccasin Lake Foundation
Anita Moceri 'S9L
John & Barbarann Moga
John & Rita Monahan
Monsanto Fund
Andrew Moore '97L &
Cori Gordon Moore '9SL

Carlleene Placide-Edwards '9SL
Edward C. Pomeroy '76L
Cristina & Steve Pope 'S7L
Kim Adams Pratt '90L
Carolyn Price '81L
Arlene Prince '81L
Llewelyn & Janie Pritchard

Patrick Reagan '89L
James Reed '78L
Reed McClure
Joseph & Maria Regimbal '77, 'SOL
Gale & Michael Reynvaan 'SZL
Michael Riggio '76 L
James Rigas '79L
Charles & Karen Riley
Jonathan Ritchey '8 1L
John & Carlotta Roach
Professor & Mrs. Stephen Robel
Brian Roberts 'SOL
Frederick Robinson
Janis Robinson '82L
Tracey Rockwell '84L
Gregg Rodgers '83L
Lee Wright & Stuart Rolfe '78L
Catherine Romero-Wright '96L
Charles W Rosenberry '88L
John Rosendahl '79L
Carl Rostad '79L
William & Jill Ruckelshaus
Judith Runstad
Susan & James M.Rupp '77L
Mrs. John N. Rupp
Kenneth Rushton '76L
Ann Ryan '83L
SAFECO Corporation
Sharon Sakamoto '84L
Annette Sandberg '93L
David Sanders '75L
Yanda Sargent '94L
John P. Saunders 'S7L

Linda Moran 'S6L

Matt & Jeffrey Sayre 'S9L

Stuart Morgan '96L
Frank Morrison '74L

Peter Schalestock '96L

Scott Morrison 'SOL
Carol Motte '79L
Archie Murakami
John W & Marguerite Murphy
Joyce & Dan W Murphy '62, '62
Charles Naftalin 'S5 L
James Nagle '79L
Sally & Kit Narodick 'S7 L
Richard Nelson
Siri Nelson '7SL
Nesholm Foundation
Michael Nesteroff 'S2L
Kenneth Newman '7SL
Michael & Marcella Nicol
Lorinda Noble '79L
Russell Nogg '75L
Jane Noland '75L &
The Han. Thomas Zilly
Professor Laurel Oates '7SL
Susan Millican O'Brian '86L
Robert & Dorothy O'Brien
Richard Olin 'S6L
John & Ann O'Neil
Shirley Ort '86L
Simeon]. Osborne '84L
Lisa Napoli O'Toole '87L
Aaron Owada 'S3L
Marlys Palumbo '82L
Michael Parker '74L
Tom M . Parker '92L
Barbara Patterson '89L
Geoff Patterson '92L

Robert & Susan Scannapieco
Mark Schleck '79L
Eric Schmidt 'S5L
Louise Schmidt
Rose Schuntz
Harry & Marcy Schwartz
Lauren Schwett 'S6L
Stanley Scott 'S9L
The Seattle Foundation
Seattle Times
Seattle Post lntelligencer
Leinaala Seeger '77L
The Han. Karen Seinfeld '77L
The Han. Victoria Seitz '76L
Professor Richard Settle
Gerald & Janet Shaw
Short Cressman & Burgess P.L.L.C
Geraldine Simon '93L
Mary Sinclitico '79L
Jim & Jan Sinegal
Sirach Capital Management
Skadden Arps Law Firm
Jeffrey Slayton '83L
Thomas Slocum '92L
Aleen M. Smith '87L
Collette Smith '95L
Daniel Smith '84L
David Smith '99L
Gregory Smith '78L
The Han. Paul Snyder '75L
Richard & Cindy Sonstelie
John & Rose Southall
James Sowder '78L
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GIFTS FROM LAW FIRMS & ALUMNI
BRING BEAUTY AND STYLE
TO SULLIVAN HALL
Showcasing Northwest artists ...

SPACES IN SULLIVAN
HALL HONOR MAJOR
DONORS
Permanent tributes to benefactors ...

Visitors to the new School of Law will be delighted to discover that far more than bulletin boards and directional
signs adorn its walls. In the brief span of a year, the Law School has acquired a collection of original artwork
that suffuses the building with ambience and grace. We extend our heartfelt thanks to the following persons who,
by their specially designated gifts to the Building Campaign, have created an unusually appealing environment
for students, faculty, staff, and visitors to the University 's newest academic building.
-Ed.

In particular, we recognize:

To acknowledge the particularly generous Building Campaign gifts
of $10, 000 - $750, 000, the Law School has affixed handsome
glass recognition plaques on major classrooms, public spaces, and
offices, as indicated below. We are deeply grateful to the following
individuals, corporations, and foundations for their support of
Seattle University's Sullivan Hall.
- Ed.
I•

The Hon. Frank Alley III
'76L & spouse, Tammy, for a
commissioned work by Seattle
artist Susan Singleton that
includes two gold leaf on Japanese paper pieces entitled Order
and judgment. Located in the
Justice James M. Dolliver
Reading Room on the fourth
floor of the law library, the
artwork was given in memory of
Frank's late sister, Jennifer Alley
Anderson .
Alumni of the Black Law
Student Association for a
serigraph by acclaimed African
American artist Jacob Lawrence
titled Lawyers 0 Clients that
hangs at the main campus
entrance to Sullivan Hall.

Founding graduate Michael
C. Cesarano '74L & and his
wife, Sheila, for a gift that
enabled the Law School to
purchase S hy lock, a T ibetan
carpet by noted artist Dale
G ottlieb. The 8' x 10' brilliantly
colored rug hangs in the James
Beaver Faculty Alcove, near the
main entrance to the faculty
offices wing.

Charles W. Granoski, Jr. '74L
for his contribution of two oilon-paper works by Tacoma
artist Emily Wood titled Lake
Chelan and Quartermaster:
Vashon Island, located on the
west wall near the large classrooms on the court level of
Sullivan Hall.

G . Scott Greenburg 'SOL &
Shannon Harkins Greenburg '82 for their major campaign gift that made it possible
for the Law School to commis sion artist Dennis Evans to
create The Eight Degrees of
Interpretation , a series of eight
stunning mixed media pieces
that hang on the south wall of
the Second Floor Gallery.

Members of the National
Law Alumni Council whose
cumulative contributions provided funds for a commissioned
piece by noted artist Nancy
Mee. Her glass and steel sculpture , Themis,-is leGated in theeast lobby of the first floor and
can be seen from every entrance
to Sullivan Hall.

James Rupp '77L for his gift
of several prints, three of which
hang on the main wall of the
John N. Rupp Study Room on
the third floor of the law library.
Created by artist Edmond
Xavier Kapp, the lithographs are
entitled Sir Edward MarshallHall , K.C. ; The Han. Mr. Justice
Avory; and The Right Han.
Viscount Finlay of Nairn.

The law firm of Short
Cressman Burgess PLLC &
Robert E . Hibbs '77L for an
imposing oil-on-canvas work by
artist Xiaoze Xie titled Library.
The piece hangs above the
second-floor entrance to the
administrative offices and can be
viewed from both the second
and third floors of the Law
School.
~

Fr. Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.,
for an oil painting by renowned
Alaska artist F. Machetanz that
hangs on the west wall of the
Alaska -Reading Room on-the
law library's fourth floor.

Professor James Beaver
Memorial F und
Faculty Reception Area

i'

Robert & Roberta Leigh
Library Office 203
II

Robert & Sarah Long
Seminar Classroom 329

Jeanne & Richard Birmingham
'7SL
Library Reading Lounge

Marler-Clark LLP (W illiam Marler
'S9L & Bruce Clark 'S4L)
Central Student Lounge

The Boeing Company
Lecture Hal l 6, Court Leve.~

Ruth & Douglas McKnight
Student O rganizations Offices

James & Georgana Bond
Library Administrative Offices

Nesholm Foundation
Ronald L. Peterson Law Cl inic

J. Kevin Cahill 'SOL

Office of Professor Eric
Chiappinelli

John E . Carlson '7SL
Office of Professor Richard Settle
Norman Cheuk '94L
Office of Professor Greg Silverman
Elizabeth Clark Agosti '93L
Office of Joan Watt
Associate Dean for External Affairs
The Class of 1977
Office of Professor John Weaver
The Class of 1996
Office of Kathleen Koch
Financial Aid Director

~

I

I I

Anita & R aymond Gonn~ll 'S4L
Office of rrofessor Henry McGee

Friends of James Dolliver
Ju stice James Dolliver Reading
Room

(continued)

Richard Spector '96L

Therese Swanson '85L

Michael & Sara Torre '6S, '67

Mary Spillane '81L
Julianne Splain '82L
Star Tribune Foundation
Katherine Stelter '89L
Professor John Strait
Joseph Straus & Mary Shima '86L

Jane Sylvester
Nancy Tarbuck-Hess '77L
Fredric & Marilyn Tausend
The Hon. Carol Teather '75L
Clare Terrill & Family
Richard Terry '81L

Karin Treadwell '97L

David Strout '79L &
Linda Strout '79L
Clyde Summerville '76L

Robert Terwilliger '77L
Warren C. Thompson '80L
Dorothy Toelle
Adrianne Tollefsen '85L

Ruth Tressel
Jean Tsutakawa
Tucker Alan, Inc.
Darcia Tudor 'SlL &
Gary Tudor '7S, 'SlL
Roy Umlauf 'SSL
Sheila Umlauf 'SSL
David B. Vail '76L
Francis VanDusen '83L
Sybil Vitikainen 'S7L
Mark C. Wagner 'S4L
Catherine Walker 'SOL
Evelyn Howe Walker
Susan Taylor Wall '79L
The Hon. Art Wang 'S4L &
Nancy Norton 'S4L
Washington Mutual Foundation
Washington Women's Foundation

Board of Visitors member Peter Goldman '84L, who spearheaded efforts to
fund the justice fames M . Dollver Reading Room in the law library, took a
moment to touch bases with Dean Bond during dedication festivities.

James De gel 'SOL & Jeanne
Berwick
Office of Richard Bird
Assistant Dean for Business &
Administration
Mary S. Dore & Family
Justice Fred H . Dore Cout:troom
The Dupar Foundation
Office of Professor Annette Clark
'S9L, Faculty Suite
John & Doris Ellis
Office of Professor David Engdah l
Nancy & Daniel J. Evans
Library Administrative Office 405
Foster Pepper Shefelman PLLC
Law Review Office
Thomas Galligan, Jr. 'S1L
Office of Annette Clark 'S9L
Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs

Friends of Ronald L. Peterson
Law Clinic
James & Gaye Pigott
Off;ice of Professor Carmen
Gonzalez
Harry & Karen Purpur 'S7L
Registrar's Office
Reed McClure Law Firm
Office of Jim Bond
chool of-La w Dean
Gale & Michael Reyn vaan 'SOL
Office of Donna Dem,i,ng
A.ssociate Dean for Student Affairs
Rigos Bar Review (James Rigos '79L)
Student Bar Association
Executive Office
Charles & Karen Riley
Office of Professor Sheldon Frankel
Lee Wright & Stuart Rolfe '7SL
Dean's Conference Room
Mrs. John N. Rupp
Library Study Room 306
SAFECO Corporation
Lecture Hall 5, Court Level
The Seattle Foundation
Ronald L. Peterson Law Clinic
Seattle Times/Seattle Postlntelligencer
Central Faculty Conference Room
Jan & Jim Sinegal
Office of Professor James Bond
Sirach Capital Management
Office of Professor Marilyn Berger
Rose & John W. Southall '55
Office of Father James Harbaugh,
S.]. , Jesuit Scholar- in-Residence

In memory of H. P. Healy
Library Study Room 403

Tucker Alan, Inc.
Office of Pwfessor Anne Enqu ist

James Holman '76L
Office of Professor Paula Lustbader
'SSL

Gary Tudor '7S, 'S1L &
D arcia Tudor 'SlL
Office of Alison Judd
Director of Alumni Programs

Paul & Lucy !saki '77L
Academic Resource Center

James & Ann Wiborg
Debra Wiley '94L
Carolyn Williamson '82L
Henry Winters

Dana & The Hon. Charles W.
Johnson '76L
Adjunct Faculty Offices

'93L

Simeon Osborne 'S4L
Student/ Alumni Interview Room

George & Mary Sundberg
Alaska Reading Room

Barbara West '90L
William T. & Gail Weyerhaeuser

TomYoun~ohn

Robert & Dorothy O'Brien
Office of Professor Thomas
Holdych

The Joshua Green Foundation
Seminar Classroom 327

Associate Dean Joan Watt &
John Watt
Professor John Weaver &
Virginia Weaver '77L
Mary Wechsler '79L
Mary Lee & William Wegner 'SOL
Craig Welch '79L

Sally Harrel Wise '76L
John Wolfe '77L
Monte Wolff 'SlL
The Hon. Eugene Wright
Artee Young 'S7L

Ron & Sally Leighton '79L
Student/ Alumni Interview Room
Max & Marylou Leone
Office of Professor William Oltman

Nicholas Bez
Library Study Room 404

Boh &Marilyn Dickey
Office of Professor Mark
Reutlinger

DONORS

George & Mary Sundberg

Airborne Express
Ronald L. Peterson Law Clinic

Marcia & Philip Johnson
Library Study Room 405
Judicial Dispute Resolution LLC
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Office
Dale Kingman '76L
Library Study Room 305

U.S. Bank
Ronald L. Peterson Law Clinic
Evelyn Howe Walker &
Catherine Walker 'SOL
Student Lounge South
Joan & John Watt
Student/ Alumni Interview Room
Mary Lee & William Wegner 'SOL
Semi nar Classroom 32S
John Wolfe '77L
Office of Professor John Strait
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A SEASONED LEADER IN LEGAL
EDUCATION BECOMES LAW SCHOOL'S
FIFTH DEAN
Chosen from a field of 60 ...
R udolph Has!, a prominent
figure in legal education and
two-time law school dean, will
become the new dean of Seattle
University's School of Law,
effective August 1. He succeeds
Jim Bond, who called Has! a
"superb choice" for the school
based on his background as a
successful dean, his extensive
contacts in the legal community,
and his familiarity with Catholic
law schools and the Jesuit
educational mission.
Chosen from a field of 60
candidates and eight finalists ,
Has! served as dean of St.
John's University School of
Law from 1991 - 1998 and now
teaches there. He was dean of
the St. Louis University School
of Law from 1979-91, and has
spent nearly 15 years in leadership positions with the American Bar Association. During
1996-97, Has! was chairman
of the ABA's Section of Legal
Education and Admissions to
the Bar and worked closely
with Wallace Loh, who was
then dean of the University
of Washington Law School
and now serves as dean of
Seattle University's College
of Arts and Sciences.
"Their relationship is a tremendous asset," Bond said of
Has! and Loh. "They have a
great deal of respect for one
another and their ability to work
well together will be critical as
we look ahead to the many
academic opportunities before
us in the next five to 10 years.

"We've completed our first
phase of integration with the
rest of the university, and our
focus now will be working with
other campus leaders to develop
new interdisiciplinary programs
and joint offerings with the
other colleges."
Seattle University Provost
John Eshelman said Has! was a
particularly attractive candidate
because of his proven ability to
lead a law school in fulfilling
aspirations for excellence. The
law schools at both St. John's
University and St. Louis University grew significantly in
academic distinction during
Hasl's tenure as dean, according
to the provost.
"In addition," said Eshelman,
"Dean Has! has had particular
success enhancing external and
alumni relations, and developing
the necessary resources for
innovative programs that can
strengthen an institution's
reputation."
The new law dean pointed to
the Law School's new location
in Seattle and its dedication to
access and community outreach
as distinctive strengths that will
help it achieve an expanded
leadership role, both locally and
nationally.
"I look forward to working
closely with the faculty to chart
the course for Seattle University's School of Law in the
new millennium," Has! said.
"Now that we are located in a
vibrant and growing city and
are an integral part of a strong

ALISON }UDD WILL
COORDINATE EXPAND ED
PROGRAMS FOR GRAD S
New Director of Alumni Programs ...

A

Rudolph Hasl takes office on
August 1.

Jesuit university, the Law School
can develop a more prominent
role in the Seattle legal community and in the national legal
education community
"While maintaining our
traditional commitments to
service, access, and diversity, we
can work to provide an increas ingly distinctive educational
experience for our students and,
at the same time, assist the bar
and bench, government agencies
and corporations, and the larger
academic community," he added.
Has! will visit campus frequently during spring term,
meeting with students, faculty,
staff, alumni, and university
leaders. Graduates interested in
meeting with Dean Has! may
contact Associate Dean Joan
Watt at 206.398.4306 or viaemail at jdwatt@seattleu .edu .

seasoned development
officer and former University
Relations staff member has
been named Director of Alumni
Programs at the Law School.
Alison Judd, who most
recently served as associate
director of corporate development for the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center, will
coordinate Law School efforts
to enhance and improve activities for- and services tograduates, and to foster greater
alumni involvement in affairs
of the school.
Her responsibilities, among
others, will include oversight of
class reunions and other special
events; development of a
comprehensive continuing legal
education program (complimentary, as always, to law
alumni); revitalization of the
alumni-student mentor program; coordination of alumni
volunteer activities; and provision of ongoing support for the
National Law Alumni Council.
Ms. Judd also will assist in
production of the Lawyer and
provide primary staff assistance
to Associate Dean Joan Watt in
the execution of a significantly
expanded series of alumni social
and educational programs envisioned for the years ahead.
"Alison Judd brings to the
Law School tremendous talent
and energy," said Dean Watt.
"She will be an enormous asset

in our ongoing efforts to include
graduates in meaningful ways in
the life of the Law School."
The Florida native was assistant director of major gifts for
Seattle University from 1996
until January 1999, during
which time she served as development liaison to the Schools of
Science & Engineering and
Nursing, and helped coordinate
the annual Seattle University
Gala. A marketing graduate of
Florida Atlantic University,
Judd also has been development
coordinator for the Northwest
Hospital Foundation and development manager for Meals On
Wheels of San Francisco.
Locally, she is active in Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of King
County and Casa Latina.
The new director will be
assisted by Jennielyn Dino,
assistant director for career
services & alumni programs,
who was hired in mid February.
A graduate of Gonzaga
University and the University
of San Francisco, Dino has been
executive assistant to the CEO
of JP Kids in Oakland, Calif.;
assistant to the president for
San Francisco Global Trade
Council; and athletic events
coordinator for the University
of San Francisco.
Both staff members welcome
contact with alumni and may
be reached at 206.398.4210 or
via e-mail, ajudd@seattleu.edu .

Seattle

Untv~r~!9'
School of Law
Office of Alumni Programs
Sullivan Hall
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122
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